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Grassland bird population declines have been attributed to habitat loss and fragmentation and the intensification of agricultural practices. Hayfields are being cut earlier and more frequently during the breeding season resulting in low reproductive success. Grassland bird conservation efforts generally focus on enrolling farmland into landowner incentive programs that require mowing to be delayed until after July 15. Delayed mowing improves grassland bird reproductive success by enabling breeding pairs to fledge at least one brood during the breeding season. This dissertation examines the effect of hayfield management on population viability of a grasshopper sparrow metapopulation in a fragmented landscape in New Jersey and uses statistical power analysis to assess the cost-effectiveness of grasshopper sparrow metapopulation monitoring programs.

I built a spatially-explicit, stage-structured, stochastic model of a grasshopper sparrow metapopulation to determine how probability of extinction (POE) is affected by: (1) total hayfield area enrolled, (2) size of enrolled hayfields, (3) number of hayfield patches enrolled, and (4) isolation of enrolled hayfields. I found that POE decreased quickly with increasing amounts of enrolled hayfield area. After 31 to 48% of hayfield area in the
landscape was enrolled, POE decreased minimally with further enrollment. The number of grassland parcels enrolled was also negatively related to POE. When I incorporated a patch size effect (fecundity was directly related to hayfield size) into the model, POE increased within each enrollment category but still decreased with increasing amounts of enrolled grassland (Chapter 2). POE was directly related to the degree of isolation of enrolled hayfields.

Of the monitoring programs we evaluated, the most cost-effective program to detect a 7% population decline included 18 hayfields surveyed six times annually over five years. Additional survey effort would be necessary to detect a smaller population decline and to overcome observer variability in density estimates due to sampling error.

Hayfield management for grassland birds will be most effective when there is not only a focus on the amount of managed habitat, but also on local and landscape scale variables such as patch size and configuration. Cost-effective population monitoring is critical to evaluating the success of management decisions.
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INTRODUCTION

North American grassland birds are habitat specialists, breeding exclusively in native grassland habitats such as short and tallgrass prairie or agricultural grasslands such as hayfields and pasture. In recent decades, populations of most grassland bird species have declined significantly (Askins 1993, Peterjohn and Sauer 1999, Murphy 2003). For example, between 1966 and 1996, the grasshopper sparrow experienced a range-wide, annual population decline of 3.6% and several grassland bird species are currently listed as threatened or endangered in multiple states. Population declines have been attributed to habitat loss and fragmentation and the intensification of agricultural practices (Bollinger et al. 1990, Herkert 1994, Murphy 2003). In regions such as the northeastern United States where grassland birds breed almost entirely in agricultural grasslands, changes in agricultural practices may be particularly influential on population dynamics (Bollinger et al. 1990). Hayfields are cut earlier and more frequently during the breeding season leading to a reduction in annual fecundity of birds nesting in these fields (Kershner and Bollinger 1996). Mowing hayfields during the breeding season has been shown to reduce nest success by 96% in bobolinks and 61% in savannah sparrows (Bollinger et al. 1990, Perlut et al. 2006).

One form of hayfield management for grassland bird conservation focuses on improving reproductive success by delaying the first harvest date until after July 15. This allows breeding grassland birds to successfully fledge at least one brood during the breeding season. To minimize monetary losses incurred by forgoing a harvest in May or June,
farmers can enroll their land in government-administered conservation incentive programs such as the Wildlife Habitat Incentive Program (WHIP) and the Conservation Reserve Program (CRP). These programs offer financial compensation to landowners who manage their hayfields to support grassland birds.

Many studies have demonstrated the conservation value of grasslands enrolled in incentive programs. CRP grasslands generally have higher grassland bird densities than other types of agricultural land (Johnson and Schwartz 1993, Johnson and Igl 1995) and function as source habitat (McCoy et al. 1999). Most studies of grassland bird response to grassland management thus far have focused on correlations between local-scale habitat characteristics and one or two grassland bird response variables (e.g. density, reproductive success). For example, Ribic et al. (2009) found that patch vegetation type (e.g. CRP land, row crop) was highly correlated with grassland bird density in that patch. However, in fragmented agricultural landscapes, grassland birds frequently exist as metapopulations; suitable breeding habitat (i.e. managed hayfields) is scattered within a diverse matrix of row crop agriculture, residential development, and other land uses (Balent and Norment 2003). Therefore, in addition to focusing on local-scale factors that affect grassland bird populations, an effective conservation plan must also consider landscape-scale variables (e.g. hayfield configuration) and how they affect metapopulation dynamics. My research examines hayfield management for a grassland bird metapopulation in a fragmented agricultural landscape in New Jersey. I explore multiple factors at both the local and landscape scale, which contribute to the effectiveness of hayfield management.
I chose to use the grasshopper sparrow as a model grassland bird species in my research. Between 1966 and 2007 this species declined at an annual rate of 3.6% range-wide and 5.6% in the eastern United States (Sauer et al. 2008). The grasshopper sparrow’s geographic range extends across much of temperate North America but it is frequently locally distributed and even uncommon in parts of its range (Vickery 1996). Females build well-hidden nests at the base of tufts of grass and prefer breeding in grasslands with patchy, bare ground (Whitmore 1981, Dieni and Jones 2003). In the northeast, grasshopper sparrows depend on agricultural grasslands (e.g. hayfields) for breeding as other types of grasslands are limited in availability (Askins 2007). As a result, grasshopper sparrow populations are vulnerable to habitat loss and agricultural intensification that continue to occur in the region (Askins 1999, Murphy 2003). Because of its reliance on fragmented agricultural grasslands in the northeast and status as a declining grassland bird species, the grasshopper sparrow is an ideal species for use in exploring hayfield management within a landscape context.

I used a metapopulation model to conduct a population viability analysis (PVA) for the grasshopper sparrow under multiple hayfield management scenarios. PVA predicts the probability of population extinction during a particular time period based on user-defined vital rates and ecological conditions and enables a comparison of the effectiveness of different management scenarios (Boyce 1992). It is a valuable tool for conservation as it can provide data to support management recommendations for threatened and endangered species and it is a rigorous analysis method that can be replicated by different researchers.
(Akcakaya and Sjogren-Gulve 2000). PVA can incorporate multiple data types such as GIS and it can incorporate uncertainty due to factors such as environmental stochasticity. Population viability analysis has been criticized for its single-species focus; however, because the grasshopper sparrow functions as an indicator species for many other declining grassland birds, I contend my use of PVA to evaluate hayfield management options is of significant value to conservation (Akcakaya and Sjogren-Gulve 2000). A second criticism lies in the predictive accuracy of population viability analyses, which require large amounts of data, some of which may not be available (e.g. juvenile survival rates). However, the main goal of my PVA was to evaluate the relative effectiveness of multiple hayfield management scenarios rather than to make predictions regarding absolute numbers of sparrows many years into the future. Moreover, PVA predictions were shown to be surprisingly accurate when validated retrospectively (Brook et al. 2000).

Models can provide a way to obtain valuable data relatively quickly; however, to fully understand how well they are performing they must be validated. In the context of my research, this meant conducting annual surveys of the grasshopper sparrow metapopulation to determine if it is increasing or decreasing as predicted by my model. Adaptive management can be achieved by incorporating data gained through model validation back into the model, running the model again, and then using the output to improve on-the-ground management (i.e. hayfield enrollment). This type of back and forth interaction between model and reality is a powerful tool that can be used to improve the effectiveness of grassland bird management.
In the first chapter of my dissertation, “How increasing levels of private land enrollment in conservation agreements affect the population viability of grassland birds,” I use a spatially-explicit, stage-structured, stochastic metapopulation model to determine how delayed mowing of hayfields affects grasshopper sparrow metapopulation persistence in an agricultural landscape in New Jersey. I build on that model in the second chapter, “The Effects of Patch Size and Configuration on Persistence of a Grasshopper Sparrow Metapopulation.” Here I take a landscape scale perspective to hayfield management by evaluating the effect of hayfield isolation and patch size on metapopulation persistence. In the third chapter, “Finding an efficient monitoring scheme to determine the response of a grassland bird metapopulation to conservation actions,” I use power analysis to explore the trade-offs between survey cost and statistical power when monitoring the grasshopper sparrow metapopulation.

Each of the main chapters of my dissertation was written as a stand-alone manuscript, formatted according to a target journal. I wrote the manuscripts with my dissertation advisor, Julie L. Lockwood; they are therefore narrated in the first-person plural. The target journals are as follows: Chapter 1 – Ecological Applications, Chapter 2 – Biodiversity and Conservation, and Chapter 3 – Journal of Field Ornithology.
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CHAPTER 1

How increasing levels of private land enrollment in conservation agreements affect the population viability of grassland birds
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Abstract.

Changes in hayfield management associated with agricultural intensification, including earlier and more frequent harvests, have a particularly severe impact on grassland birds. Government-administered conservation incentive programs benefit grassland birds by delaying harvest dates on enrolled land to allow nesting pairs to successfully fledge at least one brood during the breeding season. In contrast, hayfields that are mowed during the breeding season support sink populations and may even function as ecological traps. We examined the effect of increasing levels of hayfield enrollment on grasshopper sparrow population viability using a spatially-explicit, stage-structured, stochastic model of a grasshopper sparrow metapopulation in an urbanizing region of New Jersey. The probability of metapopulation extinction (POE) decreased quickly with increasing proportion of enrolled hayfields. We identified a threshold at 31 to 48% enrollment after which POE decreased minimally with an increase in enrollment. POE also decreased with increasing numbers of enrolled hayfields most likely because hayfield enrollment removes a sink population from the landscape in addition to creating a source population. This effect diminished with increasing enrollment. Our results are encouraging as they demonstrate that extinction risk can be reduced without having to protect or manage all remaining grassland habitat in the landscape.

Key words: Ammodramus savannarum; conservation incentive programs; grasshopper sparrow; grassland birds; grassland management; metapopulation; population viability analysis
INTRODUCTION

The need to consider the conservation of biodiversity through the lens of private land ownership is critical because private lands house a large number of imperiled species (Knight 1999, Robles et al. 2008) and dominate land uses in many countries (Mattison and Norris 2005). Agricultural lands have been particularly attractive targets for integrating conservation and production goals (Pejchar and Press 2006, Mattison and Norris 2005, Van Buskirk and Willi 2004). The loss of agricultural landscapes via residential and industrial development is rapid and thus citizens see these lands as opportunities to preserve open space (Ernst and Wallace 2008). In addition, governments and conservation organizations have found a receptive audience in farmers that would like to de-intensify their production practices and instead adopt biodiversity friendly management in exchange for payments (Kabii and Horwitz 2006). The effectiveness of these land enrollment programs has recently been evaluated in terms of their ability to support a diverse set of species (e.g., Van Buskirk and Willi 2004). However, there are far fewer studies that view effectiveness through the lens of metapopulation ecology, thereby recognizing that each enrolled farm will serve as a subpopulation for a threatened or endangered species. From this perspective, effectiveness is a product of the number of farms enrolled in a region, the proximity of these farms relative to one another, and the biological impact of the farms that are not enrolled. Here we explore these issues within the context of the conservation of North American grassland birds, however the methods we develop and the conclusions we draw should be applicable to any private land set-aside program.
For several decades North American grassland birds have been experiencing continental-scale population declines so consistent that they constitute a conservation crisis (Peterjohn and Sauer 1999, Brennan and Kuvlesky 2005, Sauer et al. 2008). A variety of factors have contributed to these declines including habitat loss and fragmentation, brood parasitism, and reforestation (Peterjohn and Sauer 1999, Norment 2002). Because most native grassland habitat in North America has been converted to farmland, grassland birds have become highly dependent upon agricultural grasslands (hayfields) for breeding habitat throughout their ranges. Consequently, changes in hayfield management associated with agricultural intensification have a particularly severe impact on grassland birds (Bollinger et al. 1990, Murphy 2003, Perlut et al. 2006, Askins et al 2007). Farmers are harvesting hay earlier and more frequently during the breeding cycle of grassland birds causing a reduction in productivity and survival (Bollinger et al. 1990, Troy et al. 2005, Perlut et al. 2006, Perlut et al. 2008). Hayfields undergoing such intensified management function as ecological traps for grassland birds because they appear to be suitable, high quality nesting habitat at the onset of the breeding season despite acting as population sinks during the breeding season (Gates and Gysel 1978, Kershner and Bollinger 1996, Perlut et al. 2006).

The United States Department of Agriculture (USDA) administers several voluntary private land enrollment programs that offer financial incentives to convert environmentally sensitive cropland to hayfield. Enrollment conditions typically call for delayed mowing of the hayfields such that grassland birds can successfully fledge their first, or sometimes their only, broods for the year. Thus, these enrollment programs provide conservation benefits while also providing the farmer with a commercially viable
The Conservation Reserve Program (CRP) is the largest of the private lands conservation programs in the United States with over 11 million ha enrolled in various types of grassland in 2007 (Barbarika 2007). Landowners typically enroll for 10 to 15 years and receive annual rental payments based on the value of the land and cost-share assistance to establish approved conservation practices. While CRP grasslands have been primarily concentrated in the central United States, the Wildlife Habitat Incentives Program (WHIP) allocates a large portion of its funding to the New England states and New Jersey (Natural Resources Conservation Service 2008). WHIP promotes the creation of high quality wildlife habitat by offering technical assistance and up to 75 percent cost-share to landowners to establish and improve wildlife habitat during a five to ten year contract.

In New Jersey, landowner incentive programs play a vital role in the grassland bird conservation effort. New Jersey is one of the most rapidly urbanizing states in the country. Over 6,000 ha of open space were converted to urban development annually between 1995 and 2002, increasing the total proportion of urbanized land in the state to 30% by the end of this period. During that time, agricultural land experienced greater losses than any other land use (22,000 ha), and more specifically, grasslands/hayfields were impacted most severely with an almost five percent reduction in total area (Hasse and Lathrop 2008). This trend has made the remaining parcels essential to the future success of grassland bird conservation in the state.

The Central Piedmont Plains (CP Plains), a sub-section of the 20-30 mile belt of piedmont plains running through the center of New Jersey, contains some of the most extensive agricultural complexes left in the state. There are 36,000 ha of agricultural land,
including hayfields, in this region providing critical breeding habitat for the state’s threatened and endangered grassland birds. Management of the remaining grasslands however, may be equally as important as their presence. Hayfields that persist in the landscape, but where early mowing still takes place, may be detrimental to the persistence of grassland bird populations if they are functioning as ecological traps. In this case, it is necessary to document the effectiveness of conservation incentive programs within a metapopulation context because all hayfields are not created equal in terms of their benefit to grassland bird population persistence.

Using the population viability analysis software, RAMAS GIS, we developed a spatially-explicit, stage-structured, stochastic model of the grasshopper sparrow metapopulation in the Central Piedmont Plains of New Jersey. We used the grasshopper sparrow as a model species because it is a ground-nesting, grassland obligate that breeds from 20 May through 30 July (Vickery 1996). Between 1966 and 2007 the grasshopper sparrow experienced a range-wide population decline of 3.54% per year (Sauer et al. 2008). A considerably higher rate of decline, 15.8%, occurred within the state of New Jersey where it is listed as threatened. Thus, the success of grassland bird conservation in New Jersey and similarly urbanizing landscapes depends heavily on the success of private land incentive programs in sustaining threatened species.

METHODS

Metapopulation spatial structure

To build our metapopulation, we imported the New Jersey Landscape Project grassland layer into the Spatial Data program of RAMAS GIS. This remotely sensed dataset
contained 11,700 hectares of agricultural ‘grasslands’ within our study area representing 126 patches ranging in size from 11 to 2,209 ha (Figure 1). Some of these 126 patches lie very close to one another and thus could be considered the same subpopulation within the full grasshopper sparrow metapopulation. Thus we used the Spatial Data program to clump close patches into one subpopulation. This program merges two or more patches if they are separated by a distance less than or equal to a user-specified neighborhood distance. We chose a neighborhood distance of 40m based on our knowledge of grasshopper sparrow behavior and on-the-ground surveys of hayfield locations. After the Spatial Data program identified the patch structure of the metapopulation, we removed any resultant patches smaller than 10 ha. Minimum area requirements for grasshopper sparrows vary substantially by region (Herkert 1994, Vickery et al. 1994, Johnson and Igl 2001) and we found this value to be a conservative minimum based on our observations of hayfields in the CP plains. Our final estimate of total metapopulation extent was 4,694 ha, which included 96 subpopulations (patches).

From on-the-ground surveys of these patches, we found that they frequently contained a mosaic of cropland, pasture, and hayfield. Grasshopper sparrows do not breed in cropland or horse pasture, and thus, based on our ground survey, we estimated the proportion of each of the 96 patches that were currently suitable for sparrow breeding (i.e. hayfields). We reduced the carrying capacity of each patch based on the observed proportion of each patch that was determined to be hayfield.
**Model input**

*Stage matrix.* – We modeled grasshopper sparrow population dynamics within each patch using a stage-structured, stochastic, (Leslie) matrix model with juvenile and adult stages. We considered birds to be juveniles from the time they fledged through the end of their first breeding season. The matrix was built under the following assumptions: 1) all reproduction occurred in a relatively short breeding season (“birth-pulse”), 2) the population was censused directly after each breeding season, 3) there was no mortality between the onset of breeding and the census, 4) the maternity rate (number of offspring per breeder) is the same for returning juveniles and adults, 5) vital rates are the same for all adults regardless of age. Thus, our general stage matrix took the following form,

\[
\begin{pmatrix}
S_j \cdot M & S_a \cdot M \\
S_j & S_a
\end{pmatrix}
\]

where \(S_j\) is the survival rate of juveniles; \(S_a\) is the survival rate of adults; and \(M\) is maternity or the number of total offspring per breeder. In the top row, \(S_j \cdot M\) is the returning juvenile fecundity and \(S_a \cdot M\) is adult fecundity. We built two stage matrices to simulate population dynamics within hayfield patches that were mowed mid-breeding season (Mow) and patches that were mowed after the breeding season had concluded (No Mow) (Table 1). We estimated survival and maternity rates based on data we collected within a 70 ha field in the CP Plains study area (Skeet Shoot Field) that was not mowed until after the breeding season, and from published sources (McCoy et al. 1999, Jones 2000, Gill et al. 2006).
The maternity estimate in the No Mow matrix was derived by averaging the maternity estimate from our field observation at Skeet Shoot Field with three published values of grasshopper sparrow maternity taken within fields that were not mowed during the breeding season (McCoy et al. 1999 and Jones 2000). Using the Mayfield Method for determining nest success, we calculated 84% overall nest success based on our observations from Skeet Shoot Field (n=16, SE=0.16; Mayfield 1975, White and Burnham 1999, Rotella et al. 2004). This value is high relative to other published estimates, which range from 0.41 (SE = 0.09) (McCoy et al. 1999) to 0.62 (Jones 2000). We observed an average of 2 broods per season, which is in agreement with other published observations (Vickery 1996). Finally, we observed an average of 3.71 young per successful clutch (SE = 0.7), with published estimates ranging from 3.78 (SE = 0.09) (McCoy et al. 1999) to 4.37 (SE = 0.13) (Wray et al. 1982). Following the method used in Donovan et al. (1995) and McCoy et al. (1999), we combined the average number of broods per season, nest survival rates, and average number of young per successful clutch to produce a maternity value of 3.35 (SE = 0.55). Published estimates of grasshopper sparrow maternity within no-mow fields using the same, or very similar methods, ranged from 1.66 (SE = 0.08) (Jones 2000) to 2.61 (SE = 0.36) (McCoy et al. 1999). Thus, when we averaged published estimates of maternity with our estimate we calculated an average maternity estimate of 2.41 (Table 1).

We calculated the survival rate of grasshopper sparrows in the No Mow matrix using both our field observations from Skeet Shoot Field and from published literature (Jones 2000 and Gill et al. 2006). During two breeding seasons (2005 - 2006) we captured adult male sparrows in mist nets using song playbacks in known territories. We
fitted each individual with a unique combination of color bands and an aluminum band issued by the US Fish and Wildlife Service. In 2006 and 2007 we re-sighted any banded individuals that returned to Skeet Shoot Field. Based on three years of banding-resight data, we calculated male adult survivorship as 0.58 (SE=0.14) using standard Cormack-Jolly-Seber models within program MARK (White and Burnham 1999). Published survival estimates for grasshopper sparrows produced using similar methodologies range from 0.56 (SE = 0.09) (Gill et al. 2006) to 0.77 (SE = 0.07) (Jones 2000), and thus our average estimate for adult survival is 0.64 (Table 1). We could not calculate juvenile survival using our field data because too few juveniles were banded and re-sighted. The difficulty in directly estimating juvenile survival within passerines is well known, and thus our review of published literature resulted in no other estimates of juvenile survival of grasshopper sparrows. We thus set juvenile survival as half that of adults (Table 1; Donovan et al. 1995, McCoy et al. 1999).

To construct our Mow matrix, we decreased the grasshopper sparrow adult and juvenile maternity estimates used in our No Mow matrix by 62% to simulate the effects of mid-breeding season mowing (Table 1). Perlut et al. (2006) found that in Vermont hayfields that were mowed early in the breeding season (between 27 May and 11 June), and then mowed a second time in early to mid-July, savannah sparrow (*Passerculus sandwichensis*) fecundity was 62% lower than within fields mowed only once in the late-breeding season. We could not find similar information for grasshopper sparrows, however, both savannah and grasshopper sparrows typically produce two broods of similar clutch sizes during a breeding season (Wheelwright et al. 1992, Vickery 1996). Because the savannah sparrow’s breeding season extends two weeks later into August
than the grasshopper sparrow’s breeding season, savannah sparrows likely have a better chance for successful re-nesting after mowing. Consequently, we believe a reduction of 62% in grasshopper sparrow maternity due to mowing in the mid- to late-season is a conservative estimate of the negative impact mowing has on their fecundity. We did not reduce adult or juvenile survivorship in the Mow matrix, thus assuming no significant effect of mid- to late-season mowing on survival rate of savannah or grasshopper sparrows. Again, this assumption is conservative as assuming a reduction in survival would increase the rate at which subpopulations subjected to mid-season mowing would decline through time.

_Density dependence._ – We assigned the ceiling-type density dependence to all subpopulations with the carrying capacity serving as the ceiling. Thus, populations fluctuate according to the stage matrix and its variation. If the population rises above the ceiling then it is brought down to the carrying capacity within the next time step.

_Carrying capacity._ – We based carrying capacity on the area (ha) of hayfield present in each patch. We used 2 ha as a reasonable and conservative estimate of grasshopper sparrow territory size, making carrying capacity equal to the number of 2 ha territories that could be packed into the hayfield in each patch (Vickery 1996).

_Environmental and demographic stochasticity._ – For each of the two stage matrices, we built a standard deviation matrix based on the average interannual variation in fecundities and survival rates caused by environmental changes (Table 2). We obtained standard deviation estimates for each matrix element by combining our observed variance estimates of maternity and survival generated from program MARK with published variance estimates using the delta method (Akcakaya and Raphael 1998). To model the
effects of interannual environmental variation on the vital rates for each population, we sampled fecundity and survival rates from random, lognormal distributions of the means in the stage matrix and the standard deviations in a standard deviation matrix. We also incorporated demographic stochasticity into the model by drawing the number of survivors at each time step from a binomial distribution and the number of offspring from a Poisson distribution (Akcakaya 1991).

Correlation-distance function. – The correlation of environmental variation experienced by populations within a metapopulation is inversely related to the distance between them (LaHaye et al. 1994). RAMAS GIS allowed us to specify correlations among growth rates of populations through a correlation-distance function, $C = \exp(-D/b)$, where $C$ is the coefficient of correlation between the vital rates of two populations, $D$ is the distance between the two populations, and $b$ describes the rate at which correlation declines with increasing distance between populations. In our study area, the maximum distance between two populations was 38km, which is a relatively short distance in terms of the spatial autocorrelation of environmental conditions. We detected high spatial autocorrelation of historical monthly rainfall amounts for June (National Weather Service 2008). Consequently, we used a high value of $b$ (100) to simulate relatively high correlation of environmental variation among patches (LaHaye et al. 1994, Akcakaya and Atwood 1997). We ran metapopulation simulations with lower values of $b$ to determine how sensitive the model was to the correlation-distance function. Lower values of $b$ had little effect on simulation outcomes so we report only on simulations with $b = 100$. 
Dispersal. – Dispersal refers to individuals moving from one population to breed within another and tends to occur at a higher rate between populations that are geographically close (Wolfenbarger 1949, Hill et al. 1996). We used a dispersal-distance function that defined dispersal rates as a function of the distance between populations with the maximum dispersal distance being greater than the maximum distance between patches in our study area. Dispersal rate of grasshopper sparrows was also a function of age. Adults exhibit high site fidelity among years while almost all juveniles disperse, thus we defined adult dispersal rate as only 10% of the juvenile dispersal rate (Jones 2000). In general, grasshopper sparrows appear to be highly breeding-site fidelic (Jones 2000), however birds can move great distances between or within breeding seasons. To determine the sensitivity of probability of metapopulation extinction to the dispersal-distance function, we ran simulations in which we increased and decreased the value of the variables in the dispersal function by 25%. Our results did not differ between simulations across the full range of dispersal functions we explored, and thus all results are presented using our original dispersal function, \( y = 0.2 \cdot \exp(-x/10) \).

Modeling hayfield enrollment scenarios

To determine how increasing the amount of hayfield enrolled in no-mow management affects sparrow metapopulation viability, we simulated the CP Plains grasshopper sparrow metapopulation under four hayfield enrollment percentages: (1) 7 to 12% of all hayfield in our study area enrolled in no-mow management, (2) 19 to 24%, (3) 31 to 36%, and (4) 43 to 48%. Within each enrollment category, we ran ten simulations. For each simulation, we randomly chose patches in the study area to be enrolled in no-mow.
management until we reached the desired proportion of enrolled hayfield. We assigned the No Mow matrix to each of the enrolled patches and the Mow matrix to the remaining patches. While total area of hayfield enrolled remained constant within each enrollment category, the number of hayfield patches enrolled varied. Each simulation projected metapopulation abundance and extinction risk at yearly increments for 50 years and was replicated 1,000 times. We used a quasi-extinction threshold of 100 individuals. We calculated the finite rate of increase ($\lambda$) and elasticities for each stage matrix.

*Modeling ecological trap removal scenarios*

To determine the effect of the non-enrolled (mowed) hayfield patches on grasshopper sparrow metapopulation persistence, we randomly selected one simulation out of the ten from each enrollment category and re-ran it with 10, 25, and 40% of mowed hayfield area removed. Prior to running each simulation, we randomly deleted hayfield patches that were not enrolled in no-mow management until the amount of area removed reached the desired proportion (10, 25, or 40%). All other parameters in each simulation remained the same.

To isolate the effects of increasing enrollment and trap removal on metapopulation persistence, we ran model simulations under the following assumptions: 1) habitat quality was equal among enrolled hayfields and equal among non-enrolled hayfields, 2) the enrollment status (enrolled or non-enrolled) of a hayfield did not change at any time during the 50 year simulation period, 3) the composition of the surrounding matrix did
not change during the 50 year simulation period, and 4) the matrix consisted of only one
habitat type and that habitat was unsuitable for grasshopper sparrow breeding.

**RESULTS**

The finite rate of increase ($\lambda$) for the Mow matrix was 0.9334, thus indicating a steadily
declining metapopulation. Elasticity analysis indicated that survival rate of adults made
the largest contribution to $\lambda$ (Table 2). Lambda for the No Mow matrix was 1.41
indicating a rapidly expanding metapopulation, with returning juvenile fecundity having
the largest elasticity (Table 2).

Using these values as the basis for evaluating the effects of enrolling larger
percentages of land in grassland conservation programs, we evaluated the effect of
increasing enrollment on probability of metapopulation extinction. The probability of
extinction (POE) decreased quickly with increasing proportion of hayfield enrolled in no-
mow management (Figure 2). However, there was a threshold at 31 to 48% enrollment
after which POE decreased minimally with an increase in hayfield area enrolled (Figure
2).

Probability of metapopulation extinction also decreased with increasing numbers
of patches enrolled in no-mow management (Figure 3). As the amount of land in each
enrollment category increased, the average number of enrolled patches per simulation
within each category increased as well and thus the trends shown in Figures 2 and 3 are
naturally very similar to each other. Despite this relationship, the number of patches
enrolled in no-mow management had a distinct effect on POE. To illustrate this we ran
three additional simulations. In the first simulation, to simulate many small patches, we
included as many hayfield patches as possible in no-mow management while keeping the percent enrollment at the lowest level (7 to 12%). The POE associated with this simulation was low relative to the other simulations in this category, and was only slightly higher than the POE for simulations with the same number of patches but in higher enrollment categories (Figure 3). In the second and third simulations we produced the opposite effect by including the fewest patches possible in no-mow management while keeping the percent enrollment high (31 to 36% or 43 to 48%). The POE associated with these simulations were high despite their being within the higher enrollment categories (Figure 2), and indeed were near the high POE simulations that resulted from having low percentage enrollment.

*Ecological trap removal*

Within each enrollment category, probability of extinction of the CP Plains grasshopper sparrow metapopulation decreased as more ecological trap habitat (mowed hayfield) was removed from the metapopulation (Figure 4). The effect of removing trap habitat was highest in the lowest percentage enrollment categories, with decreasing influence as enrollment percentages increased. At the highest enrollment levels (43 to 48%), the removal of trap habitat essentially had no effect on POE because the initial POE was very low.

**CONCLUSION**

Our results clearly indicate a positive effect on grasshopper sparrow metapopulation persistence achieved by enrolling grassland in a delayed mowing management program.
Probability of extinction decreased 88% with an increase in enrollment of 10 to 15%, beyond which, additional enrollment would yield only a minimal decrease in extinction risk. Where conservation funds are limited and landowners are not always willing to participate in set-aside programs, this relationship is encouraging as it demonstrates that extinction risk can be reduced without having to protect or manage all remaining grassland habitat in the landscape.

Grasshopper sparrow metapopulation persistence was not strictly a function of the total amount of land enrolled as we also found an inverse relationship between the number of patches enrolled and probability of extinction. This relationship is a result of the non-enrolled hayfields acting as “equal-preference” ecological traps (Robertson and Hutto 2006). Sparrow population growth ($\lambda$) for non-enrolled hayfields is less than one (therefore functioning as a sink) and our model assumes that all hayfields (enrolled or non-enrolled) appear equally suitable to grasshopper sparrows when they are selecting breeding sites. Hayfield enrollment does not only create a source population, it also removes a sink population from the metapopulation. Thus, it is not surprising that removing non-enrolled hayfields (ecological traps) increases grasshopper sparrow persistence. Of greater import is our observation that this effect diminished with increasing enrollment. In addition, we found that the threshold of persistence was reduced by 10% when 40% of the traps were removed. These trends suggest that metapopulation persistence can be achieved at a lower level of enrollment if non-enrolled hayfields are removed from the landscape. Put another way, our results suggest that conservationists can get more ‘biological bang for their buck’ by enrolling a smaller
percentage of the total hayfield in a landscape while also removing non-enrolled
hayfields functioning as ecological traps.

One way in which a trap hayfield can be removed is to convert it to a non-hayfield
land use, such as cropland or housing. It would be premature, however, to construe these
results as justification for such land conversions. Our model did not account for edge
effects, which may vary according to the land use of adjacent patches (Johnson and
Temple 1990). If edge effects do exist in our study area, then our model underestimated
the amount of enrolled hayfield necessary to achieve grasshopper sparrow
metapopulation persistence as maternity and/or survival rates may be lower in hayfields
experiencing edge effects. Further, in a dynamic landscape such as the agricultural-urban
one we modeled, it is essential to have a ‘hayfield reserve’ from which fields can be
enrolled in the event that additional grassland bird habitat is necessary to maintain a
metapopulation.

Our results demonstrate the importance to grassland bird population persistence of
removing or minimizing ecological trap habitat and the need to develop a means of doing
so that does not involve development. Perlut et al. (2006) found that early-hayed (mid-
June) fields were functioning as ecological traps in a savannah sparrow metapopulation
as first-time breeders and immigrants disproportionately selected these fields over late-
hayed fields as breeding habitat. The authors suggested that early-hayed fields have a
unique physical appearance in the spring due to fall mowing and novice breeders may
perceive this appearance as indicative of high quality habitat. If this holds true for
grasshopper sparrows as well, perhaps individuals would be discouraged from selecting
trap habitat for breeding if there were a “pre-season” mow in mid to late April before the
traditional first harvest that usually occurs in late May and early June. Changing the physical structure of hayfields through mowing just prior to the arrival of grasshopper sparrows may affect their breeding site selection. Arrival and first egg dates of other grassland bird species in the region should be considered when planning a pre-season mowing date. We do not know if this type of management would discourage birds from nesting in hayfields which function as ecological traps, however, research exploring this and other potential ways to minimize the attractiveness of hayfields acting as population sinks will prove very beneficial to grassland bird conservation.

Of course all conclusions from models are dependent on the assumptions made. Our model is insensitive to dispersal distances and degree of environmental stochasticity, but this is likely a consequence of modeling a relatively small spatial extent. Thus our results may not hold when considering metapopulations that function over a larger spatial scale. Our model is, however, very sensitive to adult survival (mowed fields) and returning juvenile maternity (un-mowed fields) rates. This result emphasizes the need to collect data on survival and maternity rates for grasshopper sparrow populations that exist in mowed hayfields to increase the predictive accuracy of our metapopulation model. This point is particularly relevant since we had to rely on information from a surrogate species to estimate the effects of early-season mowing on grasshopper sparrow survival and fecundity. It is unknown to what extent the effects of early-mowing on grassland bird survival and fecundity are species- or region-specific and thus it is difficult to estimate the extent to which our results are biased. However, there is no doubt that models such as ours would benefit greatly from the direct study of how grasshopper sparrows respond to different hayfield mowing regimes.
Finally, we modeled the New Jersey Central Piedmont Plains as a static landscape in terms of management; enrolled patches remained so throughout the 50-year time interval of our projections, and non-enrolled hayfields consistently functioned as ecological traps. In reality, however, agricultural landscapes are quite dynamic and thus the manner in which hayfields are managed very likely changes through time (Perlut et al. 2006). For example, we have noticed that several non-enrolled hayfields are not mowed until late June or July because of other on-farm logistics that take priority over mowing. As a result, those non-enrolled hayfields likely function as source habitat in some years and traps in other years. Incorporating this temporal variability in hayfield quality into a model such as ours would be a worthwhile next step. It may also be interesting to incorporate the preference of first-time breeders and immigrants for early-hayed fields as was documented for savannah sparrows by Perlut et al. (2008) as it is closely tied to the temporal variability in hayfield quality.

Private landowner incentive programs are a key component in the conservation of grassland birds in North America and our model provides a practical and adaptable way to assess the relative effects of management scenarios on grassland bird metapopulation persistence. We were able to determine which parameters were most influential on subpopulation dynamics and therefore warrant more study in the field. We also found our model to be extremely useful in generating new hypotheses to be tested in the field or in another model. Our next goal is to consider explicitly the spatial configuration of the enrolled hayfields on metapopulation persistence.
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TABLE 1. Mean and standard deviation of stage matrix parameters. Maternity ($M$), adult survival ($S_a$), juvenile survival ($S_j$), adult fecundity ($F_a = M \cdot S_a$), and juvenile fecundity ($F_j = M \cdot S_j$).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Matrix</th>
<th>M</th>
<th>$S_a$</th>
<th>$S_j$</th>
<th>$F_a$</th>
<th>$F_j$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No Mow Mean</td>
<td>2.41</td>
<td>0.64</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>1.54</td>
<td>0.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SD</td>
<td>0.44</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>0.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mow Mean</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>0.64</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>0.59</td>
<td>0.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SD</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>0.07</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE 2. Elasticity analysis results for the Mow and No Mow stage matrices.

Elasticities are measures of the contribution that each matrix element makes toward lambda.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Mow stage matrix</th>
<th>No Mow stage matrix</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Juvenile fecundity</td>
<td>0.0973</td>
<td>0.2982</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adult fecundity</td>
<td>0.2159</td>
<td>0.2479</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Juvenile survival</td>
<td>0.2159</td>
<td>0.2479</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adult survival</td>
<td>0.4709</td>
<td>0.2060</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
FIGURE LEGEND

FIG. 1. Map of New Jersey Central Piedmont Plains grasshopper metapopulation. Metapopulation patches were delineated using New Jersey Landscape Project grassland habitat maps, designation of habitat suitability thresholds, and a 40m neighborhood distance. There are 96 patches totaling 4,694ha of suitable hayfield habitat.

FIG. 2. Probability of extinction of the New Jersey Central Piedmont Plains grasshopper sparrow metapopulation under four hayfield enrollment scenarios: 7 to 12% of total hayfield area enrolled, 19 to 24% enrolled, 31 to 36% enrolled, and 43 to 48% enrolled.

FIG. 3. Probability of extinction and number of patches for a total of 43 simulations of the New Jersey Central Piedmont Plains grasshopper sparrow metapopulation. Ten simulations were run in each of 4 hayfield enrollment categories. Three simulations (the larger data labels) show the effect of low percentage enrollment combined with large number of patches and high enrollment combined with small number of patches.

FIG. 4. Probability of extinction of the grasshopper sparrow metapopulation in response to three scenarios of ecological trap habitat removal: 10% of trap area removed, 25% removed, and 40% removed (original simulations from Fig. 3). Trap removal scenarios were simulated separately within each enrollment category.
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The Effects of Patch Size and Configuration on Persistence of a Grasshopper Sparrow Metapopulation
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Abstract  Grassland bird declines have been attributed in part to the intensification of agricultural practices in hayfields. Grassland bird nesting success is drastically reduced as hayfields are cut earlier and more frequently during the breeding season. Grassland bird conservation efforts have focused on enrolling agricultural hayfields in landowner incentive programs that improve reproductive success by requiring mowing to be delayed during the breeding season. Our objective was to determine how size and landscape configuration of enrolled hayfields affected risk of extinction. When we incorporated a direct relationship between hayfield size and grasshopper sparrow fecundity into the model, POE decreased with increasing proportion of enrolled land. However, within each enrollment category, POE was higher than when no patch size effect was included. Because a patch size effect has the potential to increase the risk of extinction of a grassland bird metapopulation, it is critical to understand and consider how grassland bird fecundity is related to patch size in the geographic region being targeted for management. We also found that POE was higher when enrolled hayfields were isolated than when they were spatially clumped. Hayfield management for grassland birds will be most effective when there is not only a focus on the amount of managed habitat, but also on local and landscape scale variables such as patch size and configuration.
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Introduction

It is critical for conservation planners to make informed decisions when setting aside and managing land in order to aid the recovery of imperiled species (Noss et al. 1997).

Effective conservation is achieved through an in-depth understanding of the target species’ habitat requirements, and how the spatial configuration of suitable habitat drives population dynamics (Noss et al. 1997). These requirements are then overlain on the realities associated with land acquisition, or with engaging private landowners in managing their property for the benefit of the target species. Grassland bird conservation programs are a good example of the need to balance these forces. Conservation programs like the Wildlife Habitat Incentives Program frequently utilize monetary incentives to encourage landowners to delay mowing their agricultural hayfields such that target species can produce at least one successful clutch during the breeding season. This approach satisfies the first component of effective conservation planning because it explicitly ties the target species to the management of its habitat. However, it does not consider how conservation organizations should determine the spatial configuration of the entire suite of enrolled private lands. We used population viability modeling to explore how landscape-scale spatial attributes of farmland enrolled in conservation schemes affect the persistence of a grasshopper sparrow (*Ammodramus savannarum*) metapopulation.

North American grassland birds are experiencing consistent and widespread population declines throughout their ranges (Samson and Knopf 1994, Peterjohn and Sauer 1999), and grasshopper sparrows are no exception. In the northeastern United States, grassland birds rely almost exclusively on agricultural grasslands for breeding
habitat (Askins et al. 2007). Population declines in this region have been linked to the loss of farmland and the intensification of use within agricultural hayfields (Bollinger et al. 1990, Perlut et al. 2006, Murphy 2003, Askins et al 2007). Hayfields are cut earlier and more frequently during the growing season, which serves to substantially reduce breeding habitat quality for grassland birds as it effectively destroys all active nests and prevents re-nesting until the grasses have regrown (Bollinger and Gavin 1992, Troy et al. 2005). To ameliorate this effect, conservation incentive programs have been implemented within the United States Department of Agriculture and US state wildlife agencies to encourage farmers to manage for the benefit of imperiled grassland species. These programs require that mowing be delayed until at least July 15 to allow grassland birds to successfully fledge at least one brood per year, improving their reproductive success.

These programs have seen considerable success in terms of convincing landowners to participate (Barbarika 2007). This success brings with it the problem of deciding which lands to enroll of those owned by individuals that have applied to the program because of limited funding. Decades of research on avian metapopulation biology have shown that population dynamics are as reliant on the size and spatial proximity of the habitat patches as on the quality of each patch itself (e.g. Verboom et al. 1991, Wilson et al. 2009). From this perspective, it is important to prioritize parcels of agricultural grassland for enrollment based on landscape-scale attributes such as grassland parcel size and distance to nearest other enrolled land. Indeed, the failure to consider these factors may lead to large inefficiencies whereby money is spent to enroll large amounts of land, but the spatial configuration of these lands is not optimal for
maximizing grassland bird metapopulation growth rates. Do large enrolled grasslands make a greater contribution to metapopulation persistence than small grasslands? Should enrolled grasslands be dispersed across the landscape or clumped into one local area? To maximize the effectiveness of grassland bird conservation programs, it is critical for planners and managers to know the answers to these questions for the landscape they are working within.

We build on our previous results (Seigel and Lockwood 2009) that showed an effect of farmland enrollment in delayed mowing management on grasshopper sparrow extinction risk. We developed a spatially-explicit, stage-structured, stochastic model of the grasshopper sparrow metapopulation in the Central Piedmont (CP) Plains of New Jersey (USA) using the population viability analysis software RAMAS GIS. Seigel and Lockwood (2009) found that the extinction risk for this metapopulation decreased quickly with the increasing percentage of available hayfield enrolled in no-mow management within the region. We also showed that, after a threshold percentage enrollment, extinction risk reached a plateau. In this paper, we explore the effect of patch size and spatial configuration of enrolled hayfields on probability of extinction of this same grasshopper sparrow metapopulation using a simple extension of our previous model (Seigel and Lockwood 2009).

**Methods**

**Metapopulation Spatial Structure**

We modeled the CP Plains grasshopper sparrow metapopulation, which consisted of 96 sparrow subpopulations (i.e. patches) inhabiting a total of 4,694 ha of agricultural
hayfield. We limited the patches included in our metapopulation to only hayfields \( \geq 10 \text{ha} \). This area is considered the minimum area requirement for grasshopper sparrows, although there is considerable geographic variability in this value (e.g., Herkert 1994, Vickery et al. 1994, Johnson and Igl 2001). We set carrying capacity of each subpopulation to match the proportion of each patch that consisted of hayfield as opposed to other habitat types such as row crops. For a full explanation of how we arrived at the metapopulation spatial structure, see Seigel and Lockwood (2009).

Model Input

*Stage matrix.* We modeled grasshopper sparrow population dynamics within each hayfield patch using a stage-structured, stochastic, (Leslie) matrix model with juvenile and adult stages. Our general stage matrix took the following form,

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
S_j \cdot M & S_a \cdot M \\
S_j & S_a 
\end{bmatrix}
\]

where \( S_j \) is the survival rate of juveniles; \( S_a \) is the survival rate of adults; and \( M \) is maternity, or the number of total offspring per breeder. In the top row, \( S_j \cdot M \) is the returning juvenile fecundity and \( S_a \cdot M \) is adult fecundity. Our model assumed that population censuses occurred immediately after each breeding season, no mortality occurred between the onset of breeding and the census, adults and returning juveniles had the same maternity rate, and adult vital rates were the same regardless of age class (Seigel and Lockwood 2009).
We constructed two stage matrices; a No Mow and a Mow. The “No Mow” matrix represented hayfields enrolled in a delayed (after July 15) mowing program, and the “Mow” matrix represented hayfields that were mowed during the breeding season (Table 1). We derived the maternity and adult survival estimates in the No Mow matrix by averaging published values (McCoy et al. 1999, Jones 2000, Gill et al. 2006) with our estimates obtained from data collection at a 70 ha hayfield in the CP Plains study area (Seigel and Lockwood 2009). We could not obtain estimates for juvenile survival through our field data or from the literature, thus we set juvenile survival as half that of adults (Table 1; Donovan et al. 1995, McCoy et al. 1999). In the Mow matrix, we simulated the effects of mowing during the grasshopper sparrow breeding season by decreasing the grasshopper sparrow adult and juvenile maternity estimates used in the No Mow matrix by 62%. We believe this is a conservative estimate based on a study of the effects of mid-breeding season mowing on savannah sparrows (Perlut et al. 2006).

Density dependence. Population dynamics for all subpopulations fluctuated under ceiling-type density dependence. The ceiling for each hayfield was equal to the carrying capacity of that hayfield.

Carrying capacity. Carrying capacity was equal to the number of grasshopper sparrow territories that could fit within the hayfield area in each patch. We used a territory size of 2 ha (Vickery 1996).

Demographic and environmental stochasticity. To incorporate demographic stochasticity into the model, we drew the number of surviving grasshopper sparrows at each time step from a binomial distribution and we drew the number of offspring from a Poisson distribution (Akcakaya 1991). Environmental stochasticity was incorporated by
sampling fecundity and survival rates at each time step from a lognormal distribution with mean from the stage matrix and standard deviation from a standard deviation (SD) matrix. We built the SD matrix for each of the two stage matrices (Mow and No Mow) by combining our observed variance in maternity and survival rates from our on-site research (Seigel and Lockwood 2009) with published variance estimates using the Delta Method (Akcakaya and Raphael 1998).

**Correlation-distance function.** The maximum distance between two hayfields in our study area was 38 km, a distance over which spatial autocorrelation of environmental conditions is relatively high (National Weather Service 2008). We simulated these conditions using the correlation-distance function, \( C = \exp(-D/100) \), where \( C \) is the coefficient of correlation between the vital rates of two populations, \( D \) is the distance between the two populations, and \( b \) describes the rate at which correlation declines with increasing distance between populations.

**Dispersal.** We used the dispersal-distance function, \( y = 0.2 \cdot \exp(-x/10) \), to simulate dispersal rates as a function of the distance between populations with the maximum dispersal distance being greater than the maximum distance between patches in our study area. We also specified the relative dispersal rates of adult and juvenile grasshopper sparrows. Adults tend to be highly breeding site-fidelic, while juveniles typically move to other breeding grounds during natal dispersal (Jones 2000). Thus we defined the adult dispersal rate as 10% of the juvenile dispersal rate (Jones 2000).
We assigned stage matrices to hayfields based on three patch sizes: small < 30 ha, medium 30 – 70 ha, and large > 70 ha. We reduced fecundity by 30% in small hayfields and 15% in medium hayfields and did not reduce fecundity in large hayfields. These values lie within the range of values published by authors that directly measured reductions in nesting success due to grassland area (e.g., Winter and Faaborg 1999, Balent and Norment 2003, Herkert et al. 2003, Skagen et al. 2005). This assignment created six stage matrices; three in which mowing occurred and three in which mowing did not occur. The three matrices within each mowing category represented fecundity values associated with small, medium and large hayfields. We calculated the deterministic growth rate ($\lambda$) for each matrix in order to evaluate whether each represents an increasing or decreasing population.

To determine how the size of hayfields affected grasshopper sparrow metapopulation viability relative to delayed mowing programs, we ran ten simulations in each of three enrollment categories (low, medium, and high) where fecundity was scaled to patch size. Small hayfields were more common than medium or large hayfields in all three enrollment categories (Fig. 1). We ran each simulation for 50 years and determined the probability of extinction (POE) as the probability that metapopulation abundance will fall below 100 individuals at least once during that time period. We kept all other parameters as they were in Seigel and Lockwood (2009) so that our calculations of POE here are directly comparable to those previously reported. We used MANOVA to evaluate whether percentage of land enrolled had an effect on mean POE once the patch size effect is accounted for, and whether this effect was the same as when no patch size effect was incorporated. The latter values were taken from Seigel and Lockwood (2009).
Finally, we recorded the number of patches enrolled across the 10 simulations within each enrollment category and related this number to the associated POE where patch size effects were included. We used ANCOVA to test for an overall effect of patch number on POE, and to determine if the effect size (i.e. the slope of the relationship between patch number and POE) changed according to enrollment category. We were interested in examining if, once patch size effects are included, incorporating more hayfield patches within any one enrollment category decreases POE as is the case when patch size effects are not included (Seigel and Lockwood 2009).

Modeling the Effect of Landscape Configuration on Probability of Extinction

To determine if the degree of isolation of enrolled hayfields affected grasshopper sparrow metapopulation persistence, we ran ten simulations in which enrolled hayfields were highly clumped in the landscape and ten simulations in which enrolled hayfields were highly dispersed. In all simulations, we held the number of hayfields enrolled constant at seven and we held the mean total enrolled hayfield area constant at 388 ha (SD=4.7 ha). We calculated the degree of isolation of enrolled hayfields in each simulation by summing the total pairwise distances (TPD) in km between all enrolled hayfields. Small values of TPD directly equate to a low degree of isolation, and vice versa. We compared the mean POE for each dispersion category (i.e. clumped or dispersed) using a t-test. We report here only the results for the low enrollment category. Preliminary analyses indicated that the effect of spatial configuration diminishes with increasing enrollment, and thus spatial configuration had the largest effect in this enrollment category.
To isolate the effects of patch size and landscape configuration on metapopulation persistence, we ran model simulations under the following assumptions: 1) the enrollment status (enrolled or non-enrolled) of a hayfield did not change at any time during the 50 year simulation period, 2) the composition of the surrounding matrix did not change during the 50 year simulation period, and 3) the matrix consisted of only one habitat type and that habitat was unsuitable for grasshopper sparrow breeding.

**Results**

The three No Mow matrices had $\lambda > 1$, indicating positive population growth rates, whereas the three Mow matrices had $\lambda < 1$, indicating declining populations (Table 2). Thus, the reduction in grasshopper sparrow fecundity associated with even the smallest hayfields does not outweigh the negative effect of mowing on fecundity.

Probability of extinction (POE) declined at a lower rate when patch size effects were incorporated (Fig. 2; $F=69.7$, $p<0.0001$). In addition, POE significantly increased in all enrollment categories when we incorporated a patch size effect ($F=104.4$, $p<0.0001$). Within each enrollment category and with patch size effect incorporated, we found that the number of patches enrolled in delayed mowing management significantly negatively influenced POE (low: $R^2=0.81$, $p<0.0004$, $n=10$; medium: $R^2=0.97$, $p<0.0001$, $n=10$; $R^2=0.97$, $p<0.0001$, $n=10$) (Fig. 3). However, the three slopes relating patch number to POE were significantly different ($F=25.5$, $p<0.0001$). The slopes for POE in medium and high enrollment categories (0.026 and 0.031) were notably higher than the slope for POE in the low enrollment category (0.006).
In the low enrollment category, mean total pairwise distances of enrolled hayfields was 48.5 km (SD = 3.5, n=10) in simulations where hayfields were clumped and 288.6 km (SD = 5.5, n=10) in simulations where hayfields were isolated. The POE for the populations that were clumped was significantly lower than the POE for populations where dispersed (t = -9.5, p<0.0001).

Discussion
As in Seigel and Lockwood (2009), we found that enrolling hayfields in delayed mowing management increases the probability of grasshopper sparrow metapopulation persistence. Within each enrollment category, however, POE increased as a result of the reduction in fecundity (and hence $\lambda$) for grasshopper sparrows breeding in small and medium sized hayfields. This reduction had a significant effect on POE because small and medium sized hayfields accounted for an average of 75% (SE=3) of the hayfields enrolled in delayed mowing management in the low, medium, and high enrollment categories. Small hayfields are likely to be relatively common in other highly fragmented agricultural landscapes. Thus, it is important to determine the relationship between patch size and fecundity in the targeted geographic region prior to making management decisions regarding the amount of land necessary to sustain a grasshopper sparrow metapopulation.

Because fecundity is one of the drivers of population growth, the relationship between patch size and fecundity is an important consideration in both modeling grassland bird population dynamics and also in landscape-scale grassland bird conservation planning. The effect of patch size on fecundity, however, is not well understood; patch size had no effect on grassland bird fecundity in some studies (Winter
2006) while in other studies the effect was pronounced (Johnson and Temple 1990, Herkert et al. 2003). This variation may be a result of the differences in landscape composition and nest predator community composition in different geographic regions.

In prairie fragments in five states in the Midwest, Herkert et al. (2003) found that nest success of four grassland bird species increased with increasing fragment size as a result of higher nest predation rates in smaller fragments. Winter et al. (2000) found proximity to woody habitat (and not agricultural fields) explained more variation in nest success than did grassland size. These authors suggested that edge habitat type rather than patch size may be more important in determining fecundity because predator communities varied according to edge type. Because the relationship between patch size and fecundity is not well understood and varies geographically, and we show that patch size has a relatively large role to play in determining population persistence, it would be of great benefit to conservation planning to study grassland bird fecundity in a wide range of patch sizes in the region being targeted.

Within each hayfield enrollment category, the number of hayfield parcels enrolled in delayed mowing management had a notable influence on probability of extinction for our grasshopper sparrow metapopulation. Extinction risk decreased as number of patches increased. The effect was strongest, however, in the medium and high enrollment categories, while number of hayfields enrolled only had a marginal effect on probability of extinction in the low enrollment category. This result stemmed from the fact that low hayfield enrollment outweighed the effect of number of patches in terms of their effects on extinction risk. Thus, under the simulated conditions we specified, when a relatively low proportion of hayfield in a landscape is enrolled in delayed mowing management, the
key to improving grasshopper sparrow metapopulation persistence is to make further enrollment of land a priority, regardless of whether it is added as one large patch or many smaller patches. However, once at least 8% of the total area of grassland in the landscape is enrolled in delayed mowing management, further enrollment should be spread across as many grassland parcels as possible. For example, enrolling 300 ha of grassland in the form of three parcels of land would produce a greater reduction in the risk of extinction than enrolling one large, 300 ha grassland parcel.

The metapopulation model in Seigel and Lockwood (2009) did not include an effect of patch size on fecundity. As a result, we were able to examine how incorporating a patch size effect altered the relationship between percentage of land enrolled and extinction risk. We found that higher enrollment decreased extinction risk just as is the case when patch size effects are not included. However, the rate of decrease was substantially lower when the patch size effect was included. Finally, by including the patch size effect on fecundity, the number of enrolled hayfield parcels became less important in determining probability of extinction in the low enrollment category (i.e. extinction risk remained high regardless of number of patches included in the low enrollment scenario). In the medium enrollment category, although extinction risk was consistently higher when we included the effect of hayfield size on fecundity, the effect of number of enrolled hayfields on extinction probability remained the same. In the high enrollment category, the number of hayfields enrolled became more important in determining extinction risk when we added the hayfield size effect. However, as number of enrolled hayfields approached its maximum (37), the difference in probability of extinction with and without the patch size effect diminished, indicating that hayfield size
became less important when a large portion of hayfield (divided into many parcels) was enrolled in delayed mowing management.

When we arranged enrolled hayfields in a clumped spatial configuration, grasshopper sparrow metapopulation extinction risk was almost 10% lower than when enrolled hayfields were dispersed throughout the study area. In our metapopulation model, we used a dispersal function that specified an indirect relationship between probability of moving between hayfields and the distance between the hayfields. Although little is known about natal dispersal distances in grassland birds, other migratory songbirds have been found to disperse relatively short distances from their natal habitat (e.g. indigo bunting ~1km) (Payne 1991, Paradis et al. 1998, Winkler et al. 2005). Consequently, when enrolled hayfields were spatially clumped, juveniles had a greater chance of dispersing to another enrolled hayfield with positive population (source) growth than to a non-enrolled hayfield with a negative growth rate (sink). We believe this mechanism of increasing abundance in population sources most likely enabled the metapopulation abundance to grow at a faster rate than if juveniles had a greater chance of dispersing to a population sink. We are aware that in some cases, when habitat patches are spatially clumped, individuals in a metapopulation may be vulnerable to local environmental catastrophes. However, because of the relatively small scale of our study (max distance between two hayfields = 38 km), environmental conditions are highly correlated across all grasslands. Based on these results, when enrolling grassland parcels in grassland bird friendly management programs, emphasis should be put on the spatial relationship among these hayfields, in particular enrolling grasslands in close proximity to each other.
Conclusions

Managing grasslands for the benefit of grassland birds requires both a local and landscape-scale perspective. The most effective conservation plan should focus not only on the amount of habitat managed for breeding grassland birds, but also on the local scale patch characteristics and landscape scale spatial configuration of managed grasslands. It is important to determine whether there is a patch size effect on fecundity and then determine the amount of hayfield that needs to be enrolled to overcome that effect. Managers should focus on acquiring grasslands in close proximity to each other to maximize metapopulation persistence.
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Tables

Table 1. Mean and standard deviation of stage matrix parameters. Maternity ($M$), adult survival ($S_a$), juvenile survival ($S_j$), adult fecundity ($F_a = M \cdot S_a$), and juvenile fecundity ($F_j = M \cdot S_j$).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Matrix</th>
<th>M</th>
<th>$S_a$</th>
<th>$S_j$</th>
<th>$F_a$</th>
<th>$F_j$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No Mow</td>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>2.41</td>
<td>0.64</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>1.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SD</td>
<td>0.44</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mow</td>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>0.64</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>0.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SD</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.17</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 2. Lambda (λ) values for the six stage matrices, where $\lambda > 1$ indicates an increasing population and $\lambda < 1$ indicates a declining population. Matrices are divided between those where a no-mow management regime is in place and those where mowing happens early in the grasshopper sparrow breeding season. In addition, matrices were divided based on whether they included only small hayfields (< 30 ha), medium hayfields (30 – 70 ha), and large hayfields (>70 ha). Fecundity was reduced according to hayfield size category (see text for details).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Matrix</th>
<th>Lambda</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No Mow Small</td>
<td>1.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No Mow Medium</td>
<td>1.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No Mow Large</td>
<td>1.41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mow Small</td>
<td>0.845</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mow Medium</td>
<td>0.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mow Large</td>
<td>0.93</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure legend

**Fig. 1.** Mean (±SE) relative proportions of small, medium, and large hayfields enrolled in no-mow management in low (7 to 12%), medium (19 to 24%), and high (31 to 36%) enrollment categories.

**Fig. 2.** Probability of extinction of the New Jersey Central Piedmont Plains grasshopper sparrow metapopulation under three hayfield enrollment scenarios: low (7 to 12%), medium (19 to 24%), and high (31 to 36%), without and with the effect of patch size on fecundity.

**Fig. 3.** Probability of extinction of the New Jersey Central Piedmont Plains grasshopper sparrow metapopulation plotted as a function of number of patches included within three hayfield enrollment categories, where enrollment means no-mow management is in place: low (7 to 12%), medium (19 to 24%), and high (31 to 36%). These results reflect a reduction in fecundity based on patch size.
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Finding an efficient monitoring scheme to determine the response of a grassland bird metapopulation to conservation actions.
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ABSTRACT.
Intensification of agricultural practices has led to grassland bird population declines. To address these population declines, hayfields may be enrolled in land owner incentive programs that require grassland bird friendly mowing regimes. Long-term population monitoring is necessary to assess the effectiveness of these avian conservation management actions. Funding for conservation is frequently limited, thus it is critical to design monitoring programs that maximize statistical power to detect population trends while minimizing monetary costs. We explored the trade-offs between survey cost and statistical power when monitoring the response of a simulated grasshopper sparrow metapopulation to enrollment of hayfields in delayed mowing programs. Of three potential monitoring programs, we found that the program most cost-effective in detecting a 7% population decline included 18 hayfields surveyed six times annually over five years. The program most cost-effective in detecting a 2% population decline consisted of 34 hayfields surveyed 8 times annually over seven years. Based on surveys of grasshopper sparrows in a hayfield in our study area conducted independently by three observers we found a high degree of inter-observer variability in density estimates. When we included that variability in our power analysis an additional year of surveying was required to reach the same power level.
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A substantial amount of effort and funding have been expended on monitoring bird populations, especially those that are vulnerable to extinction (e.g. Johnson et al. 2006), resulting in the successful creation of management guidelines and conservation plans. The effectiveness of these efforts, however, can only be judged through the initiation and analysis of long-term follow-up monitoring data (Gibbs et al. 1999). The statistical aspects of monitoring efforts have been well vetted in recent works such as Buckland et al. (2001) and Elzinga et al. (2001). What has lagged is the application of these monitoring principles to specific conservation schemes. There is no single solution for maximizing power to detect population trends while minimizing monetary costs. For example, the most cost-effective monitoring scheme depends heavily on the behavior and life history of the species under management, and on the spatial configuration of areas to be sampled (Jackson et al. 2008, Witczuk et al. 2008). Here we utilize readily available statistical packages to explore the trade-offs between survey cost and statistical power when monitoring the response of grasshopper sparrows (*Ammodramus savannarum*) to enrollment of farmland in grassland conservation schemes.

Grasshopper sparrows and other grassland obligate bird species rely solely on prairie and hayfields for breeding and foraging. In recent decades, the majority of grassland bird species have suffered significant population declines due to habitat loss and agricultural intensification (Bollinger et al. 1990, Herkert 1994, Murphy 2003). Agricultural grasslands that remain in the landscape have become less suitable for breeding as hayfields, are cut earlier in the breeding season, and cutting rotations are shortened (Bollinger and Gavin 1992, Troy et al. 2005).
The growing conservation concern for grassland bird populations has led managers and conservationists to advocate for enrollment of agricultural grasslands into programs such as the Conservation Reserve Program (CRP) and Wildlife Habitat Incentives Program (WHIP). These private land enrollment activities, administered by the United States Department of Agriculture (USDA), offer financial incentives for farmers to manage environmentally sensitive agricultural land for the benefit of grassland birds. In most instances, the farmers agree to delay mowing their hayfields until after resident breeding birds have had time enough to fledge at least one clutch of young. The CRP is the largest of the private lands conservation programs in the US with over 11 million hectares enrolled in various types of grassland in 2007 alone (Barbarika 2007).

Despite the considerable amount of farmland enrolled in these programs and the subsequent potential benefit for grassland birds, long-term monitoring programs that evaluate the success of these programs are rare. Existing studies revealed that grassland birds were more abundant and nest densities higher in CRP farmland than in other habitat types such as cropland (Johnson and Schwartz 1993, Best et al. 1997). Other studies showed that mowing a hayfield during the breeding season reduced fecundity and survival in some grassland bird species (Bollinger et al. 1990, Perlut et al. 2006, 2008). However, these were short-term studies that did not determine the effect of farmland enrollment on grassland bird population trends. Long term studies (≥ 5 years) of the effect of CRP enrollment on grassland birds exist, however they are based on Breeding Bird Survey (BBS) trend data (Reynolds et al. 1994, Herkert 1998). The BBS has known limitations in terms of its ability to accurately detect population trends for species with low abundances and a tendency to avoid edges, such as grassland birds (Fletcher and
Koford 2003, Sauer et al. 2003, Renfrew et al. 2005). Further, population trends occurring on the scale at which BBS surveys are conducted may not accurately represent the population trends occurring at the scale of management (Sauer et al. 2003). To gain the most benefit from our conservation efforts we need cost-effective, long term monitoring programs that are implemented at the appropriate spatial scale and with grassland bird biology in mind.

In New Jersey, managing land for the benefit of grassland birds is particularly important as the state is experiencing rapid urbanization with losses in agricultural land greater than in any other land use type (Hasse and Lathrop 2008). The Central Piedmont (CP) Plains region of New Jersey contains some of the most extensive agricultural complexes left in the State, providing important habitat for several grassland bird species including the State-threatened grasshopper sparrow, a species that experienced a 15.8% decline in New Jersey between 1966 and 2007 (Sauer et al. 2008).

In a previous study, we simulated a CP Plains grasshopper sparrow metapopulation (96 hayfields) under management scenarios with increasing amounts of hayfield area enrolled in delayed mowing programs. Our results indicated that enrolling between 31 and 48% of the total hayfield area (total area = ~4,700 ha) in the landscape resulted in steady population persistence for at least 50 years. Further enrollment of land above 20% only minimally improved persistence (Seigel and Lockwood 2009). Lower enrollment scenarios resulted in a decreasing population trend with an associated relatively high probability of extinction within 50 years. Here we conduct a power analysis to determine the ability of six potential monitoring programs to detect the grasshopper sparrow metapopulation declines that occurred under the low- and mid-
enrollment scenarios. There exists an effort to enroll CP Plains farmlands into conservation programs (mostly within WHIP), with a concomitant effort to monitor the status of grasshopper sparrows and other grassland birds in the area using citizen scientists (NJ Audubon 2008). If our recommendations for effective monitoring are applied to this citizen science program, we have the opportunity to use the resulting trend analyses to fine-tune our metapopulation model and the set of lands that are targeted for enrollment.

**METHODS**

We used MONITOR to evaluate the statistical power of our six monitoring options (Gibbs 1995). These options consider two possible hayfield enrollment scenarios (low- and mid-enrollment levels), with three possible designs within each. To calculate the power of each monitoring program, we first defined the following: (1) the number of hayfields to be monitored, (2) the mean annual grasshopper sparrow abundance in each hayfield (taken from previously published grasshopper sparrow metapopulation simulations, see below), (3) the within- and between-hayfield variation in abundance estimates, (4) the duration of monitoring, (5) the interval of monitoring, (6) the type of population trend (linear or exponential), and (7) the significance level associated with trend determination. Based on user-defined conditions, MONITOR generated many simulated sets of count data and randomly drawn sample counts and then calculated the proportion of trials in which population trends (determined by regression) differed significantly from zero. This proportion, measured from 0 (low power) to 1 (high power), was the power estimate and indicated how effective the specified monitoring program
was at detecting a particular trend. We considered a monitoring program as successful when the specified population trend was detected with a power of 0.90 ($p \leq 0.05$).

Because the grasshopper sparrow metapopulation simulations of Seigel and Lockwood (2009) generated unique population trajectories under each of the two management scenarios (low- and mid-enrollment), we conducted two separate power analyses based on these results. We parameterized both analyses based on data from one simulation run under the respective management scenario. We randomly selected this run from ten runs reported by Seigel and Lockwood (2009) under each enrollment scenario.

Because our goal was to design a survey that could validate the conservation actions suggested by the simulations of Seigel and Lockwood (2009), we defined the trend to be detected (or the effect size) as the average inter-annual increase or decrease in the grasshopper sparrow CP Plains metapopulation over the 50-year time span of our simulations. In the low- and mid-enrollment scenarios, the simulated grasshopper sparrow metapopulation decreased at an annual rate of 7% and 2%, respectively. Therefore, we assessed how the power to detect a 7% decrease in abundance of grasshopper sparrows under the low-enrollment scenario and a 2% decrease under the high-enrollment scenario varied across different monitoring schemes. All population trajectories were exponential in nature.

MONITOR used interannual variation in abundance within hayfields, and also trend variation among hayfields, to calculate power. In the metapopulation simulations of Seigel and Lockwood (2009), each hayfield experienced a set degree of environmental stochasticity from year to year (within-hayfield variation), which affected the fecundity
and survival rates of the grasshopper sparrows occupying that field. Thus to obtain interannual variation in abundance for each hayfield, we compared the 50-year simulated population trajectory that included environmental stochasticity with a simulated trajectory (based on the same inputs) that did not include environmental stochasticity. We then calculated the standard deviation of the annual differences in abundance between the two trajectories and incorporated it into MONITOR for each hayfield (min 1.92, max 12.65). Overall population trends also differed to varying degrees among hayfields due to spatial autocorrelation in environmental conditions. We used the coefficient of variation associated with the mean population trend across hayfields as a rough estimate of inter-site variability in local population trends (min 0.07, max 0.67). Population trend data was taken from the metapopulation simulations of Seigel and Lockwood (2009) (mean annual hayfield abundance min 5, max 40).

We varied three components of the monitoring program while holding all other variables constant to determine the minimum survey effort necessary in each case to achieve a power of 0.90: number of hayfields surveyed, duration of monitoring, and interval between surveys. For the first component, number of hayfields surveyed, we added randomly selected hayfields to the monitoring program until we reached the desired 0.90 power. Hayfields were chosen randomly regardless of their status as enrolled in a delayed mowing program or not. This decision is biologically warranted because grasshopper sparrows do not apparently distinguish between the two types of agricultural hayfields (enrolled or not) when selecting breeding habitat in the spring, and the population trends reported by Seigel and Lockwood (2009) were similar in both types of hayfields. For the second component, the duration of monitoring, we evaluated
monitoring programs for the low-enrollment scenario that were 4 and 5 years in duration (Monitoring Programs 1 and 2); and for the mid-enrollment scenario, we evaluated programs that were 7 and 8 years duration (Monitoring Programs 4 and 5). We chose these lengths of time based on preliminary calculations that indicated that these were the minimum annual monitoring durations necessary to achieve the desired 0.90 power level. For the third component, interval between surveys, we lengthened the interval of monitoring from annual to every other year to determine if this would increase the efficiency (i.e. lower costs to achieve the same power) of a monitoring program (Monitoring Programs 3 and 6).

Sampling error decreases the precision of density estimates resulting in a lower probability of detecting a trend in a population (Diefenbach et al. 2003). To assess the degree that precision will vary between observers, especially for relatively untrained volunteers typical of a citizen science monitoring program, we had four observers conduct line transect distance sampling of grasshopper sparrows in one of the subpopulations of the CP Plains grasshopper sparrow metapopulation (Skeet Field) during the breeding seasons of 2004 through 2007. After the observers completed all surveys, we entered the data set into Distance 5.0, a program that fits detection function models to the distance sampling data to generate a density estimate (Buckland et al. 2001). We generated annual density estimates for the grasshopper sparrow population in Skeet Field based on the observers’ data combined (in 2004 and 2006 when two observers counted birds) and for the individual observers that counted sparrows in 2005 and 2007.
Our distance sampling results revealed a high degree of variation in density estimates among observers both between-years and within-years (see below). To determine how added variation from sampling error affected the power to detect population trends, we increased the inter-annual variation associated with each hayfield by 20% in the four-year and five-year power analyses. We chose a 20% increase because this was a conservative estimate of sampling error based on the between-observer variation we detected and may represent a realistic level of variation present in monitoring programs involving multiple observers (Diefenbach 2003).

We assessed cost-effectiveness of monitoring programs by calculating the survey time in hours required to successfully reach our desired power level. We assigned a survey time to each hayfield based on its size: small hayfields (0-50ha) = 3 hours, 14 minutes; medium hayfields (51-100ha) = 6hrs, 28min; large hayfields (101-150ha) = 9hrs, 42min; and extra large hayfields (>150ha) = 12hrs, 56min. Times were calculated based on the average amount of time it took to conduct distance sampling at Skeet Field, a medium sized hayfield. Total survey time required for each monitoring program consisted of the total survey time for all fields multiplied by the number of survey occasions.

**RESULTS**

The estimated density of grasshopper sparrows within Skeet Field differed among observers and years (Table 1). The overall high (51 male sparrows) and low (19 males sparrows) density estimates occurred within the same year (2004). The coefficient of
variation for density estimates by Observers 1 and 2 in 2004 was 0.22, and 0.65 for density estimates by Observers 3 and 4 in 2006.

The power to detect a 7% population decline increased with increasing numbers of hayfields surveyed in both the four and five year monitoring programs (Monitoring Programs 1 and 2; Fig. 1). We found that by decreasing the survey frequency from annual to bi-annual in Monitoring Program 1, an additional two years were necessary to reach the target power of 0.90 (Table 2). Monitoring Program 2 required the fewest time units and hayfields surveyed to reach target power.

The power to detect a 2% population decline (mid-enrollment management scenario) increased as the number of hayfields surveyed rose in both the seven and eight year monitoring programs (Monitoring Programs 4 and 5; Fig. 2). We found that by decreasing the survey frequency from annual to bi-annual in Monitoring Program 4, an additional three years were necessary to reach a power of 0.90 (Table 2). Monitoring Program 6 required the fewest time units to reach a power of 0.90 (Table 2).

We were able to detect the 7% population decline in the low enrollment scenario with less effort and in a shorter time frame than we could detect the 2% decline in the mid-enrollment scenario. When we included an additional year of surveys in Monitoring Program 1, power to detect a 7% decline increased at a higher rate as hayfields were added to the monitoring protocol (Fig. 1). This result did not hold true for the Monitoring Programs of the mid-enrollment scenario; both programs reached 0.90 at a similar rate despite there being a difference in monitoring duration of one year (Fig. 2).

By incorporating a 20% increase in interannual variation due to sampling error (low precision), the power to detect a 7% annual decrease (low enrollment management
scenario) in population abundance by Monitoring Program 1 decreased from 0.91 to 0.79 (Fig. 3). An additional year of surveying was necessary to reach power of 0.90 under this assumption, thereby increasing the total number of hours from 970 to 1164. In Monitoring Program 2, power decreased from 0.91 to 0.81 when interannual variation was increased by 20%. To reach the desired power of 0.90, an increase in the total hours surveyed from 698 to 815 is required. When we increased interannual variation by 20% in Monitoring Programs 4 and 5 the power to detect a 2% population decrease fell from 0.90 to 0.81 and from 0.91 to 0.87 (Fig. 3). Although in both cases an extra year of surveys is necessary, the total hours required are less than the equivalent results when detecting a 7% decline.

**DISCUSSION**

Monitoring programs frequently provide the information on which management decisions are based, and as such, their ability to accurately represent population dynamics is critical to the success of conservation efforts (Gibbs et al. 1999, Field et al. 2007, Martin et al. 2007). We explored the effectiveness of a monitoring program at two scales by: (1) evaluating the accuracy of the data being collected at the level of the individual survey and (2) determining the ability of multiple monitoring designs to provide the statistical power necessary to detect a biologically significant population trend. Although we used grassland bird monitoring as an example, our approach and broad conclusions are applicable to any type of biological monitoring program.

To avoid making inappropriate management decisions, monitoring programs should be evaluated based on their cost-effectiveness and statistical power to detect a
population trend. Based on the Marsh and Trenham (2008) survey of over 300 people involved in monitoring, most monitoring programs last from 3 to 10 years, and over half of the people said that their monitoring program was limited by lack of money and/or time, thereby indicating the importance of cost-effectiveness. Further, if a monitoring program is not able to detect a biologically significant population trend with reasonable statistical power, the financial and human resources used for that program have been wasted and the need to implement necessary management for a species has been missed (e.g., Zorn et al. 2003).

We found that by adding one additional year of surveys to Monitoring Program 1, we could reduce the amount of survey effort necessary to achieve 90% power by 28%. We also found that, by increasing the duration of Monitoring Program 3 by three years, we reduced the monitoring effort required to reach our power goal by 25%. The tradeoff between time and monitoring resources (i.e. money) however, is not always straightforward. Biologists and managers must decide on a case-by-case basis whether it is more important to reduce the amount of time or the amount of devoted resources necessary to detect a declining trend in a population.

We found a considerable amount of variation in density estimates among observers. In one instance, the difference between estimates was greater than 2-fold. A high level of inter-observer variability such as that found in our study reduces the probability of detecting real trends in population numbers across space or through time. When we included a conservative estimate of inter-observer variability in our power analysis, the statistical power to detect the desired population trend decreased by as much as 13%, with a stronger effect occurring in the low enrollment management scenario.
This decrease is not trivial when dealing with the conservation of threatened and endangered species, such as the grasshopper sparrow. If a declining trend is not detected, appropriate management aimed at reversing or slowing the decline may not be implemented. Further, there is a tradeoff between monitoring precision and monitoring effort. Monitoring effort must be increased to overcome the effect of sampling error on the power to detect a trend, requiring more funding to obtain the necessary data. For example, for Monitoring Program 1 we estimated that an additional 194 survey hours would be necessary to overcome the effect of sampling error on power. Although the number of observers in our study was low, we believe their range of skills may be typical of differences among observers in any other grassland bird study and suggests caution when drawing conclusions from density data collected using even the best counting methodologies.

We were able to detect the 7% population decline with almost half the monitoring effort necessary to detect the 2% decline. A larger effect size is “easier” to detect because it creates more separation between the null hypothesis of zero change in population abundance and the alternative hypothesis that there is a population trend occurring. Larger effect size reduces Type I error or the probability that a significant trend will be falsely detected. This is a characteristic of monitoring that is advantageous for conservation efforts; as a population decline increases in magnitude, the time necessary to detect that decline decreases.

We used the widely accepted alpha level of 0.05 in our power analysis. However, some have argued that alpha may be relaxed in order to gain a savings in monitoring effort in cases where there is a strong *a priori* expectation that a decline is occurring.
(Field et al. 2007). In doing so, we are increasing the probability of Type I error, or the probability that a significant population trend would be detected when it is not actually occurring. We were conservative with what we considered to be a satisfactory power level (0.9), however, a power of 0.8 is frequently considered acceptable (Freilich et al. 2005). Reducing the power level (or increasing Beta) increases the probability of not detecting a trend when one is actually occurring, or Type II error. Alpha and Beta levels should be defined based on the potential consequences associated with making both types of errors. In our case of monitoring a grasshopper sparrow metapopulation under delayed mowing grassland management, a Type I error, or detecting a significant declining population trend when one was not occurring, could lead to further enrollment of additional hayfields into delayed mowing management. A Type II error, or not detecting a significant population trend when one was occurring in reality, would result in continued population decline because no further management actions would be taken. It is up to managers to decide on the relative importance of Type I and II errors. Simulations such as ours can provide managers with a transparent schema for balancing these concerns.
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Table 1. Estimated density (males per hectare) and population size of grasshopper sparrows in a medium-sized agricultural field within the focal metapopulation for four observers. Population size is the number of individuals estimated to be in this field based on its area (70 ha) and the density estimate.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Density (ind./ha)</th>
<th>Population size</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2004 Observer 1</td>
<td>0.849</td>
<td>51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Observer 2</td>
<td>0.312</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Observers 1 + 2</td>
<td>0.592</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2005 Observer 3</td>
<td>0.493</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2006 Observer 3</td>
<td>0.053</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Observer 4</td>
<td>0.072</td>
<td>44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Observers 3 + 4</td>
<td>0.656</td>
<td>39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2007 Observer 4</td>
<td>0.624</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 2. Attributes of three monitoring programs that achieve a power of 0.90 to detect a 7% population decline in the CP Plains grasshopper sparrow metapopulation, and attributes of another three monitoring programs that achieve a power of 0.90 to detect a 2% decline. Attributes varied between monitoring programs include: duration of monitoring in years, number of survey occasions, number of hayfields surveyed with percent of total number of hayfields in the metapopulation in parentheses, and time in hours required for completion of entire monitoring program.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Management scenario</th>
<th>Monitoring Program</th>
<th>Duration (years)</th>
<th>Number of survey occasions</th>
<th>Number of hayfields surveyed</th>
<th>Time (hrs)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Low-enrollment (7% decline)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5 annual</td>
<td>29 (30)</td>
<td>970</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6 annual</td>
<td>18 (19)</td>
<td>698</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>4 bi-annual</td>
<td>29 (30)</td>
<td>776</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mid-enrollment (2% decline)</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>8 annual</td>
<td>34 (35)</td>
<td>1630</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>9 annual</td>
<td>28 (29)</td>
<td>1659</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>6 bi-annual</td>
<td>34 (35)</td>
<td>1222</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
FIGURE LEGEND

Fig. 1. Power analysis of two monitoring programs for a grasshopper sparrow metapopulation with a low-enrollment of hayfield in delayed mowing management. Lines indicate the power of 4-year (5 survey occasions) and 5-year (6 survey occasions) monitoring programs with increasing numbers of annually surveyed hayfields to detect a 7% decrease in sparrow abundance. Horizontal line indicates power of 0.90.

Fig. 2. Power analysis of two monitoring programs for a grasshopper sparrow metapopulation with a high-enrollment of hayfield in delayed mowing management. Lines indicate the power of 7-year (8 survey occasions) and 8-year (9 survey occasions) monitoring programs with increasing numbers of annually surveyed hayfields to detect a 2% decrease in sparrow abundance. Horizontal line indicates power of 0.90.

Fig. 3. Effect of a 20% increase in interannual variation due to sampling error on power to detect declining population trends (dark bars) and the number of survey hours necessary to reach a power of 0.90 (light bars). Monitoring Programs 1 and 2 were designed to detect a 7% population decrease in the low enrollment management scenario. Monitoring Programs 4 and 5 were designed to detect a 2% population decrease in the mid-enrollment management scenario.
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CONCLUDING REMARKS

The overarching goal of my research was to explore factors influencing the effectiveness of hayfield management for grassland bird conservation. There are numerous regions throughout the United States where declining grassland bird populations depend on fragmented agricultural grasslands for breeding habitat. If we are to succeed in our efforts to reverse population declines it is critical to maximize the effectiveness of grassland management in these regions by developing informed, landscape-scale conservation plans.

My research specifically addressed how grasshopper sparrow metapopulation persistence was affected by the total area of managed grassland in the landscape, the number of grasslands in the landscape, and grassland size and isolation. I also emphasized the importance of developing effective monitoring programs to evaluate the response of grassland bird populations to management.

In Chapter 1, I built a spatially-explicit, stage-structured, stochastic model of a grasshopper sparrow metapopulation based on field data and published data. I used this model to study how increasing the total area of managed hayfields in a landscape affected the extinction risk of a grasshopper sparrow metapopulation. I found that the probability of extinction of the grasshopper sparrow metapopulation decreased considerably as more grassland area was enrolled in a delayed mowing management program. However, after between 31 to 48% of the total hayfield area in the landscape was under delayed mowing management, any additional enrollment only produced minimal reduction of extinction risk. This result is important in that it demonstrates that grassland bird populations can
persist without having to protect or manage all remaining grassland habitat in the landscape.

I also unexpectedly found that the number of enrolled grasslands in a landscape had a significant effect on metapopulation persistence; all else constant, grasshopper sparrows had a lower risk of extinction in landscapes with higher numbers of enrolled hayfields. This result directed my attention to the effect of local source and sink subpopulations on the overall persistence of the metapopulation. Hayfields that are mowed during the breeding season produce sink populations, which have a detrimental effect on metapopulation persistence. Increasing the number of enrolled hayfields (i.e. population sources) in the landscape effectively decreases the number of population sinks and therefore the probability of metapopulation extinction decreases as well.

In Chapter 2, I modified the Chapter 1 model to examine how patch size may affect grasshopper sparrow metapopulation persistence by incorporating a direct relationship between grassland size and grasshopper sparrow fecundity. I found that while probability of extinction still decreased as more hayfield was enrolled in delayed mowing management, a patch size effect increased the risk of extinction at all levels of hayfield enrollment. According to published studies, there is no universal rule regarding the effect of grassland size on grasshopper sparrow fecundity. This relationship appears to vary in its intensity and according to geographic region. Because a patch size effect has the potential to increase the risk of extinction of a grassland bird metapopulation as shown in
my research, it is critical to understand and consider this relationship in the region being targeted for conservation.

I also took a landscape scale approach to hayfield management by testing the effect of hayfield isolation on metapopulation persistence. I found that grasshopper sparrow probability of extinction was significantly higher when managed hayfields were dispersed throughout the landscape than when they were spatially clumped. I believe clumping source populations (i.e. managed hayfields) enables greater population growth because dispersing juveniles have a higher chance of selecting another managed hayfield as breeding habitat than selecting sink habitat.

In Chapter 3, I evaluated the cost-effectiveness of potential grasshopper sparrow monitoring programs using statistical power analysis. I found that the program most cost-effective in detecting a 7% population decline included 18 hayfields surveyed six times annually over five years. Monitoring programs that aimed to detect a lesser population decline were more costly. Grasshopper sparrow surveys conducted in the field by multiple observers revealed a large amount of variability in density estimates due to sampling error. At least one additional year of sampling would have to be added to a monitoring program to overcome this variability.

My research shows that it is possible to maintain viable grassland bird metapopulations in fragmented agricultural landscapes by enrolling hayfields in delayed mowing management programs. To support a grasshopper sparrow metapopulation specifically,
31 to 48% of hayfield area should be enrolled with more area required if there is a decrease in fecundity with decreasing hayfield size. When the total enrolled grassland area in a landscape is relatively low (1 to 5% of all grassland area) priority should be placed on enrolling more land. However, when the total amount of enrolled land is closer to 8% or higher, priority should also be placed on maximizing the number of hayfield parcels enrolled. Increasing the number of enrolled hayfields decreases the number of sink habitat patches in the landscape and therefore decreases the probability of extinction. Finally, regardless of the proportion of enrolled grassland in a landscape, hayfields in close proximity to existing enrolled land should be targeted first as metapopulation persistence is highest when managed hayfields are spatially clumped.

Grassland management decisions are frequently based on metapopulation models. As a result, monitoring is a critical part of grassland bird conservation because it provides abundance data that can be used to validate and then improve upon the metapopulation models. The improved models can provide the data necessary to generate more effective management strategies and thus the goal of adaptive management is achieved. Monitoring resources (e.g. funding) are frequently limited, however, making cost-effectiveness a priority. Power analysis is a valuable tool in designing a cost-effective monitoring program for grassland birds.

Population viability analysis is a powerful conservation tool for use in evaluating the effectiveness of a range of grassland management scenarios. Future research should focus on obtaining more precise vital rates of grassland birds including fecundity and
survival in grasslands of different sizes and adjacent to various land uses. We can use this data to improve the accuracy of metapopulation models and therefore improve management decisions directed at reversing the declines of grassland birds.
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